## Crestwood Public School

### Year 2  Term 2 Overview

#### English

**Reading**
- Big Book Studies based on our work in Science and HSIE
- Guided reading groups based on the student’s abilities
- Comprehension based on the super 6 comprehension strategies

**Writing**
- The students will be revising procedures in the first half of the term and the focus for second half of the term will be explanation writing.

**Talking & Listening**
- Oral procedure presentations

#### Mathematics

**Number**
- Numbers to 1000
- Addition and Subtraction strategies—Introducing trading

**Patterns and Algebra**
- Number Patterns

**Measurement**
- Area with Mr Peters

**Space and Geometry**
- 2D and 3D shapes and Position

Working Mathematically is included across all strands.

#### Science

**Science**
- Growing and Changing—see HSIE

#### Technology

**Technology**
- Word Processing Skill—inserting pictures into documents

#### Personal Development/Health/Physical Education

**Personal Development and Health**
- Life Education

**Physical Education**
- Gymnastics
- Year 2 Sport on each Thursday

**Growing And Changing**—a combined science and HSIE unit looking at how everything grows and changes. The students will be studying life cycles, looking at how the environment has changed over time and also looking at changes in the local area

#### Creative Arts

**Creative Arts**
- Creative arts lessons base on Growing and Changing—art and craft based around nature

#### Human Society and its Environment

**Other**
- Library
- Support programs and gifted and talented programs